Memorandum
Player Pick-Up Rules for 2021-2022

October 18, 2021

Zone Affiliates and Player Pick-Up Rules for the 2021/22 season
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge us all. The Ringette BC Illness Policy prohibits participants
from attending any ringette events if they are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms. In addition, Ringette BC
recognizes that there are challenges to team formation this season as well as barriers to the current
Ringette BC Player Pick-Up Policy. To help support teams, athletes and coaches, Ringette BC will be
permitting the following exemptions for Zone Affiliates and Player Pick Ups for the 2021/22 season. These
exemptions will provide opportunities for additional competition for individual athletes and more flexibility
for Coaches with smaller rosters while also supporting teams who have 16 & U19 Team BC athletes.
An affiliate player is considered a commitment by the affiliate athlete and the team they are affiliated to
be able to participate in not just games and tournaments but to attend practices and training successions
so they have a chance to learn and develop. A player pick up is a player who is called on to participate
with a team and compete in games and tournaments.
Guiding principles:
1. A rostered Athlete cannot be permanently displaced or replaced by a Player Pick up unless in the
case of a season-ending injury;
2. The intent of rostering an affiliate player is to grant opportunity to a player that just missed
playing on the competitive affiliate team;
3. The intent of picking up a player is to provide another player the chance to play at a different
level, participate in another competition or tournament and to allow teams the opportunity to
play games without having to cancel or miss the chance to attend;
4. A team cannot exceed their declared roster size for league or tournament play;
5. A team must maintain 50% +1 of their rostered team at any sanctioned BC event including
games, tournaments, and Provincial Championships. Events such as BC Winter Games, Western
Canadian Ringette Championships and Canadian Ringette Championships are governed by their
own event policies and technical packages;
6. The Head Coach of the affiliated or picked up player’s team must approve the request; and
7. Teams must submit a Team Adjustment Form anytime that a change in the roster is being made
for Tournaments and for Provincial Championships.

18+ & Masters Teams:
1. 18+A teams – are permitted to affiliate up to five (5) players from any 18+B team or Masters team
within BC, or U19 zone players from within their own zone.
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a. Affiliates may play a maximum of 10 games. Please see the Player Pick Up policy for details.
b. Players that participate in Adult ringette must follow Provincial Health Guidelines for Adult
sport regardless of their age. This includes proof of vaccinations and providing identification.
2. 18+B and Masters Teams – are permitted to pick up any 18+B or Masters Player within BC and any
U19 aged-player that is not currently rostered to Team BC.
a. Players that participate in Adult ringette must follow Provincial Health Guidelines for Adult
sport regardless of their age. This includes proof of vaccinations and providing identification.
U16 & U19 Zone teams:
3. U16 and U19 Zone teams:
a. As per the current Zone Division Guidelines, U16 & U19 Zone teams are permitted to affiliate
up to three (3) skaters and one (1) goalie. Affiliates must be listed on the team roster.
b. Players who attended Zone evaluations and were released must be offered the right of first
refusal for a position as an affiliate;
c. If there are still affiliate positions available after the Step A above, U16 & U19 Zone Teams
are permitted to affiliate players that did not attend Zone evaluations but reside within their
Zone boundaries in the following order:
i. Players must be in the age division;
ii. If the above option does not exist, the Zone Team May affiliate a Zone or Club player
from the age group below within their Zone boundaries with the permission of that
players’ Head Coach.
d. For Western Canadian Ringette Championships (WCRC), U16 & U19 Zone teams are
permitted to pick up players to bring their total roster to 22 players if they have Team BC
rostered players. Player pick-ups for WCRC must be approved by Ringette BC to ensure
player eligibility is met. Rostered Team BC players are not eligible for WCRC.
e. For details on the number of games and types of games affiliates are able to be used in
please read the Player Pick-Up Policy.

U14 Zone teams:
4. U14 Zone teams
a. As per the current Zone Division Guidelines, U14 Zone teams are permitted to affiliate up to
three (3) skaters and one (1) goalie;
b. Players who attended Zone evaluations and were released must be offered the right of first
refusal for a position as an affiliate;
c. If there are still affiliate positions available after Step B U14 Zone Teams are permitted to
affiliate players that did not attend Zone evaluations but reside within their Zone boundaries
in the following order:
i. Players must be in the age division;
ii. If the above option does not exist, the Zone Team May affiliate a U12 player from
within their Zone boundaries with the permission of that players’ Head Coach.
d. For details on the number of games and types of games affiliates are able to be used in
please read the Player Pick Up Policy.
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U14, U16, and U19 Club Teams
5. All U14, U16, and U19 Club teams
a. As per the currently Pick Up policy, Club teams are permitted to pick up athletes from other
Club teams either in the same age division or one division below to a maximum of 5 games
total and ONE (1) tournament. Coaches are encouraged to work through the entire roster
before picking up an athlete for a second time.
b. Club teams are permitted to pick up athletes for Provincial Championships as long as they
do not exceed their total roster size OR they can bring their roster up to 11 players total if
their regular roster size is less than 11. Teams must continue to follow the 50% plus 1 rule.
i. Example of the 50% plus one rule: Team A has a total roster of 9 players. They are
missing 1 player of their official team roster and only have 8 players available for the
game. They are replace the absent player and add another two (2) players to bring
their roster to 11 players’ total. Of the 11 players for Team A 73% are from the official
roster.

These adaptions are only in place for the 2021-2022 ringette season and the Player Pick Up Policy
will be in full effect in 2022-2023. If there are questions please reach out to Ringette BC for
clarification.
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